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Relevance and Rationale:
Great efforts are being made worldwide to develop a vaccine against COVID-19. Currently, 40
different potential vaccines are in clinical trials and more than 150 are still in the pre-clinical
stage (WHO 2020). Of course, a vaccine is only an effective contribution to a return to normal
life if a sufficiently high number of people will actually be vaccinated, yielding herd immunity. If
so, vaccination secures a public good: protection from COVID-19 for everyone. If the
vaccination is not obligatory but freely available, the individual citizens decide on the extent to
which this public good is made available. They will weigh their own benefit and the costs of
their own vaccination for themselves. The theory of public goods suggests that people will
undervaccinate, trying to free-ride on other people’s vaccination choices. As a result, herd
immunity might not be achievable.
It has therefore been argued that vaccination should be made compulsory (see Stiglitz 1988, p.
120). Similar arguments may be found in the philosophical literature (see Flanigan 2014, Pierik
2016, Brennan 2018). Such arguments may be challenged (see Brito et al. 1991): if the
vaccination is perfect (that is, if everyone vaccinated is actually fully protected), and everybody
may freely choose to get vaccinated, everybody should be free to decide whether to vaccinate
or not according to his or her preferences. But in the current situation medical perfection is just
as little a given as the assumption that everyone has the possibility (both financially and in
terms of health) to be vaccinated. Yet we need enough people to be vaccinated to make sure
everyone who should be is actually protected.
So, would a sufficient number of people voluntarily undergo vaccination to achieve herd
immunity? Or would a mandatory vaccination against COVID-19 be necessary to achieve herd
immunity? If the latter, could a mandatory policy ever be legitimate? In our module, we want
to collect data on these questions and connect them to respondents’ characteristics (e.g.,
socio-economic, demographics and health status) as well as attitudes and beliefs (e.g. social
norms and dangerousness of the virus). This is because outside the classical public good
analysis, extensions emphasize the relevance of behavioral aspects typically not considered in
classical models. For instance, Oraby et al. (2014) show that social norms matter for individuals’
willingness to get a vaccination and that such norms can suppress vaccine uptake even in the
presence of frequent disease outbreaks. Further, Galeotti and Rogers (2013) show that if there
are different groups of individuals, the design of public vaccination policies should account for
the intergroup interactions. Also, other-regarding preferences can explain the voluntary
vaccination uptake (Böhm et al. 2016). For example, Cucciniello et al. (2020) show that the
presence of individuals, such as babies and older persons, who can not get vaccinated increase

the willingness to get vaccinated. In our module, we will analyse these theories on a European
level to improve public policy design.
Vaccination against COVID-19 is clearly not an issue that sensibly could be solved on an
individual or even national level. The European idea relies on free mobility across countries (for
business and private reasons), and hence vaccination policies in one country may have a huge
impact on the incidence of COVID-19 in other countries. Once the borders are fully opened, we
additionally might witness a cross-border free-rider problem which would have to be tackled.
To design adequate policy on a European level – or to develop an understanding for how such
policy at least could or should be designed –, we need to understand how the attitudes differ
from one country to the other to tailor policy accordingly.

Suitability for Cronos-2:
We have already successfully fielded the proposed questions in Germany in the SOEP-CoV
project (which piggy-backs on the SOEP just like Cronos-2 does on the ESS): Item non response
for our questions was very moderate (about five percent) and we have no indications from our
interviewers that respondents did not understand or felt uncomfortable in answering the
questions. Implementing the questions in Cronos-2 therefore allows comparative research
including Germany even though it is not part of Cronos-2.
Another advantage is that while the data from our module offer many potential research
applications, the module is short. Indeed, the rotating module „COVID-19 Conspiracy Beliefs
and Government Rule Compliance“ in Round 10 of the ESS already includes the first question
we asked in Germany (Q1: „If a vaccine against the coronavirus (COVID-19) is approved by
[insert national regulatory authority here],* would you get vaccinated?“), so we won’t have to
include it again. Our questions sensibly complement this rotating module. Our results (see
Graeber et al. 2020a and 2020b) indicate that there is a massive discrepancy between how
people perceive the dangerousness of SARS-CoV-2, and it would be interesting to connect this
to the other questions in this rotating module. The proposed module may similarly be
connected to questions in the American Life Panel („If a vaccine were now available, shown to
be safe as other vaccines, and recommended for all people, what is the percent chance you
would get vaccinated?“ in Well-Being 536 – COVID 19 Survey).
Furthermore, we have secured a cooperation with the Japanese KHPS survey where our
questions and classifications will be included in the survey in October 2020. Compliance with
state recommendations and issues of individual responsibility towards others are framed very
differently in Japanese society than in most European countries, allowing exciting comparisons.
In sum, having the European data from Cronos-2 would allow us to pursue not only vital
European research, but also to expand the scope of use of ESS data in the global context.
This project connects with many modules in ESS, especially the socioeonomic questions F1-F61
and the political profile B1-B43. Questions we would be looking at in greater detail are e.g. A5
and A6 (on free-riding), B32 (state of the health system), C2 and C4 (frequency of social
meetings).
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Feasibility of Implementation:
As mentioned, we have already pre-tested these questions in German on the SOEP-CoV
questionnaire. We don’t expect there to be complications using the questions in other
countries. Carsten Schröder has many years of experience in survey design and methodology
and his research also encompasses survey methods (i.e. sampling methods and survey design).
He is responsible for the annual design of the SOEP questionnaire and for the aptitude testing
of new modules for the SOEP-Innovation Sample. He is also responsible for large parts of the
SOEP budget questionnaire. He has successfully placed new modules with the American Life
Panel and PAIRFAM.
In our German questionnaire (see appendix for a snapshot of how the questions have been
implemented), we started with a question for which an equivalent phrasing is already part of
ESS Round 10, so we won’t have to include it here: “Let us assume that a vaccine against the
novel coronavirus is found that has been shown to have no significant side effects. Would you
get vaccinated?”
In Cronos-2, after a short introduction, we would start our module with:
Q1: “Would you be in favour of a policy of mandatory vaccination against the coronavirus?”
(YES/NO)
We will then use a filter to adapt the arguments according to the respondents' answers to
understand the reasons for their choices. The question would be:
Q2: “Why would you be in favour of [opposed to] mandatory coronavirus vaccination?”
The arguments for the second question are as follows:
Arguments
Others’ willingness willingness
to get vaccinated without
mandatory vaccination

In favour of mandatory
vaccination
Because only with mandatory
vaccination would enough
people be vaccinated.

Against mandatory vaccination
Because enough people would
be get vaccinated voluntarily
even without mandatory
vaccination.

Misperception of risks

Legitimacy of a policy of
mandatory vaccinations in
general
Other reasons

Because most people
underestimate how dangerous
the virus is.
Because mandatory vaccination
would also be useful in the case
of less dangerous diseases.
For other reasons

Because most people
overestimate how dangerous
the virus is.
Because mandatory vaccination
would also be useful in the case
of less dangerous diseases.
For other reasons

The replies to the question on voluntary and mandatory vaccinations allow a classification of
respondents into four groups:





Anti-vaccination: Respondents who would not get vaccinated voluntarily against the corona
virus and who are also against a policy of mandatory vaccination.
Anti-duty: Respondents who would get vaccinated voluntarily but are against a policy of
mandatory vaccination.
Free Riders: Respondents who would not get vaccinated voluntarily but are in favour of
mandatory vaccination.
Pro-vaccination: Respondents who would get vaccinated voluntarily and are also in favour
of mandatory vaccination.

We are particularly interested in the attitudes towards mandatory vaccinations, as this is the
fundamentally difficult issue. Plausibly, our three argument pairs cover the main reasons why
people approve or disapprove of mandatory vaccinations: it (roughly) is either necessary (or
not), because people underestimate (or not) the dangerousness of the virus, given that
mandatory vaccination are generally acceptable (or not).
We hence would have two questions in total, which we would like to run in waves 1, 2, 4, 5,
yielding an overall sum of eight questions. The more waves we have, the better we would be
able to determine on an individual level if attitudes are stable or not, i.e., to assess whether
respondents' attitudes will change in the course of the pandemic – say, as a response to new
information on the dangers of COVID-19 or the risks of a vaccine (which might differ from one
country to the other). This is important as the attitudes on vaccination are a crucial target
policy variable – we need to understand how and why they change to determine whether it
makes sense to take action to change them. In the future, a supplementary question would be
to consider whether the respondents actually put what they say into practice, i.e. whether they
actually (do not) get vaccinated as soon as a vaccine is available.

Dissemination Plans:
We would expect a number of research papers as a direct result of this module. As previously
mentioned, our questions allow comparisons going far beyond the Cronos-2 countries. We
would design our research efforts to yield at least the following papers:




Two general European-level comparisons (mostly based on Cronos-2), one focusing on
socio-economic features, the second on issues of trust and free-riding.
One paper on a combined data set USA/Cronos-2 (also using data from the American Life
Panel)
One paper on a combined data set Japan/Cronos-2 (also using data from the Japanese
KHPS survey)

The research team routinely produces short summaries of research papers for the general
public (for instance in the series ,DIW Weekly report’ and ‚DIW Aktuell‘) and of course it would
be our pleasure to contribute to the ESS Topline Findings or the ESS blog.
We at SOEP are particularly keen to give the topics of COVID-19 and health more prominence
in our research – also and especially with young researchers in the Berlin doctoral
programmess – and in our fieldwork. Furthermore, the Robert Koch Institute (the government’s
central scientific institution in the field of biomedicine), which is highly visible in research,
media and politics, is a strong cooperation partner in SOEP’s effort to contribute to researching
the socio-economic and health implications of the pandemic.
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Appendix

9a Assume that a vaccine against the novel coronavirus has been found that is
proven to have no significant side‐effects. Would you get vaccinated voluntarily?
Yes
1
No
2
No answer ‐1
9b Would you be in favor of mandatory coronavirus vaccination?
Yes
1
No
2
No answer ‐1
9c (If in favor of mandatory vaccination:) Why would you be in favor of mandatory
coronavirus vaccination?
Please mark all answers that apply.
Because only with mandatory vaccination would enough people be vaccinated.
Because most people underestimate how dangerous the virus is.
Because mandatory vaccination would also be useful in the case of less
dangerous diseases.
For other reason
9d (If opposed to mandatory vaccination:) Why would you be
opposed to mandatory coronavirus vaccination?
Please mark all answers that apply.
Because enough people would be get vaccinated voluntarily even
without mandatory vaccination.
1
Because most people overestimate how dangerous the virus is.
1
Because mandatory vaccination would also be useful in the case of less dangerous
diseases.
1
For other reasons
1

1
1
1
1

